
Bringing light to business
OSRAM truck and commercial 
vehicle portfolio

Light is OSRAM

A range of products to make your business shine brighter

www.osram.com/truck
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Built for the long haul
Performance & durability you can rely on

Truck and commercial vehicle drivers are 
pushed to their performance limit every time 
they get behind the wheel, and so are their 
lights. As owners, drivers, and fleet managers, 
you rely on the performance of your lights  
to keep you safe, day in day out. For you,  
exceptional quality is the minimum  
requirement. 

Lighting systems must therefore be powerful 
and durable enough to keep up with the  
demands of your job. Our range of high- 
performance solutions are built to last, giving 
you the confidence to tackle any road in  
the toughest conditions.

Trust OSRAM to light your way.
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No.1 in Automotive Lighting 

OSRAM has been turning night into day for over 110 years. With a history  
of pioneering technology and a future full of game-changing innovations,  
you can rely on proven performance from the OSRAM family of products.

Insist on OSRAM 

Leading quality
OSRAM products are designed in Germany and our certified 
quality management system ensures intelligent lighting  
solutions and uncompromising quality.

Proven reliability 
OSRAM products are rigorously tested under the most  
extreme conditions to ensure every lamp exceeds all ECE  
quality requirements. 

Comprehensive portfolio
As the global leader in OEM and replacements lamps,  
OSRAM’s broad range of award-winning products deliver 
greater performance, enhanced safety and modern designs.

Cutting-edge innovation
Our commitment to continual innovation is focused on  
developing quality automotive lighting solutions that improve 
the driver’s vision and the visibility of all road users.



Premium performance
Lighting solutions for the long haul

There’s no room for error in commercial driving. With many hours spent behind the 
wheel, often at night and in bad weather, the slightest lapse in concentration can have 
serious implications for drivers and their cargo.

Our premium lighting solutions deliver day-like brightness with colour temperatures of 
up to 6,000 K, making it easier for you to focus on the road ahead. 

Enhance your driving comfort

Choose from a wide range of high-performance truck lamps to experience brighter light, 
better night vision, better visibility to other drivers and ultimately, greater safety. 

!  As daylight fades, subconscious control functions begin  
  to diminish, conscious reaction times can be slowed down,  
  and driving becomes more stressful.

!  Driver fatigue and poor visibility are potential safety risks. 
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Maximum value
For your business

At OSRAM, we understand the importance of proper vehicle maintenance. Every minute 
spent in the workshop is revenue lost. That’s why our lights are developed especially 
with the needs of professionals in mind. 

  Extra-long lifespan   Optimized light intensity   Vibration resistance

OSRAM’s products last longer than most. This means less downtime and more 
productivity, as well as signifi cant savings on lamps and costs each year. 

OSRAM cost calculator

Use the TRUCKSTAR® PRO calculation tool to work out your individual annual 
requirement for replacement lamps and fi nd out how much money you can save by 
installing TRUCKSTAR® PRO lamps. 

All you have to do is enter the number of trucks in your fl eet, the average number of 
days on the road and a few other values and you’ll be amazed.

Enjoy huge cost savings compared with conventional 24 Volt lamps.

Scan here to calculate your savings
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Defy the darkness your way
With OSRAM’s range of halogen, xenon, and LED lights

Driven by a well-deserved reputation for innovation and quality, OSRAM re-writes 
the rules for what you can expect from your vehicle. Experience extreme durability 
and high-performance in a variety of shapes and beam patterns with our broad range 
of products for commercial vehicles. 

Whatever you need to get the job done, we’ve got you covered. Choose from a range 
of halogen, xenon, and LED headlights, signal lamps, interior lights, mounted spotlights 
and accessories.

 LEDriving® HLT 

 ONYX COPILOT®

 TRUCKSTAR® PRO

 LEDguardian® TRUCK FLARE

 ORIGINAL LINE 24 V

 Spare lamp kits

 XENARC®

 LEDriving® driving & working lights 



OSRAM ONYX COPILOT®

This fl exible LED reading light provides pleasantly warm, glare-free light. 
With an appealing black design, the ONYX COPILOT® is available in three versions: 

 ONYX-USB with USB plug in

 ONYX M+7 - powered via cigarette lighter

 ONYX L+7 - with a plastic base for fi xed connection
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  Reduced glare with optimized light distribution

 Better visibility thanks to daytime effect

  3-year OSRAM guarantee2

1  These products do not have ECE approval and must not be used on public roads in any exterior application. Public roads use leads to 

cancellation of operating license and loss of insurance coverage. Several countries forbid sale and use of these products. Please contact 

your local distributor for further information.
2  Precise conditions: www.osram.com/am-guarantee

LED high and low beam truck lamps

Unleash the full power of premium quality light with our range of LEDriving® high and 
low beam lamps for trucks. These state-of-the-art bulbs emit up to 6,000 K of a 
brilliantly cool and high-performance white light, allowing drivers to see farther and 
react to signs and obstacles sooner. The enhanced durability of LED means fewer 
visits to the garage, saving you time and effort.

LEDriving® HLT 1
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LEDguardian® TRUCK FLARE Signal TA19

According to German regulation, it is mandatory for all vehicles with a maximum 
permissible weight of more than 3.5 tons4 to carry a warning triangle and a warning light 
in case of breakdown. This compact and lightweight LED warning light is designed to 
help keep you safe in emergency situations. Place it next to a warning triangle to 
signal the position of your stationary vehicle or use it as an inspection light to perform 
maintenance and repairs on the go.

 Up to 6000 Kelvin

 Amber fl ashing light & white torch light

 2-year OSRAM guarantee5

LEDguardian

According to German regulation, it is mandatory for all vehicles with a maximum 
permissible weight of more than 3.5 tons
in case of breakdown. This compact and lightweight LED warning light is designed to 
help keep you safe in emergency situations. Place it next to a warning triangle to 
signal the position of your stationary vehicle or use it as an inspection light to perform 
maintenance and repairs on the go.

 Up to 6000 Kelvin

 Amber fl ashing light & white torch light

 2-year OSRAM guarantee

TRUCKSTAR® PRO is the most powerful range of halogen truck lights from OSRAM

Ideal for professional drivers, these impressively bright 24-volt lamps are built with 
vibration resistant technology to handle heavy duty applications. Their excellent 
durability helps reduce downtime and fl eet costs.

  Up to 2,5x more lifetime1

 Up to 120% more brightness2,3

 Very high vibration resistance

The TRUCKSTAR PRO® range also includes an extensive spare lamp kit, 
the H7 TRUCKSTAR® PRO box. (See page 9)

TRUCKSTAR® PRO 

1 Compared with standard lamps 
2 H1, H4, H7 and H11 
3 Compared to minimum ECE R112 requirements
4 In Germany acc. to StVZO §53a TA19 
5 Precise conditions: www.osram.com/am-guarantee 



The OSRAM ORIGINAL LINE is a balanced and economic solution for all standard 
requirements in the 24 V sector. Successfully tried and tested in millions of new 
vehicles from renowned manufacturers, whether as standard initial equipment or 
original spare parts, these reliable halogen lamps provide continuously safe and robust 
performance.

 Premium OEM quality 

 Comprehensive product range for all your needs

 Original spare parts exceed all ECE minimum standards

 Suitable for the most common applications
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ORIGINAL LINE 24 V 

Time to spare - OSRAM spare lamp kits

Professional truck drivers rely on spare lamp kits to keep them moving when things go 
wrong. With OSRAM’s reserve lights for trucks, you can repair faults wherever, without 
assistance or major work. 

Available in both ORIGINAL LINE and TRUCKSTAR PRO® versions, our spare kit range 
covers all the most important lamps. Each kit is clearly labelled with application 
instructions and includes two headlight lamps, double sets of the six most important 
spare lamps and three fl at fuses. 

 H7 TRUCKSTAR® PRO box

 H4 ORIGINAL box

 H7 ORIGINAL box

The OSRAM ORIGINAL LINE is a balanced and economic solution for all standard 

ORIGINAL LINE 24 V 
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XENARC®

Experience crystal clear vision with our range of xenon lights. Designed to go the 
distance, these durable lamps are also extremely powerful. Their high intensity light 
is closer to natural daylight than conventional halogen, and thus more pleasant 
for the eyes.

OSRAM’s range of xenon lamps offer high intensity light for day-like visibility.

XENARC® NIGHT BREAKER® LASER

Discover the pure performance of the most powerful xenon light from OSRAM, 
available in D1S, D2S, D3S and D4S. 

  Up to 200% more brightness1

 Up to 250m long light beam

 Up to 20% whiter light1

 Optimised light distribution for higher performance

XENARC® COOL BLUE® INTENSE

With its extra blue high-contrast xenon light, this automotive lamp offers stylish design 
with exceptional road illumination.

 Extra white light for LED look2

  Color temperatures of up to 6,200 Kelvin

 Up to 150% more brightness3

XENARC® ULTRA LIFE

Developed with durability in mind, these long-life headlight lamps save you money on 
replacements and minimize downtime.

 10-year quarantee4 

  Up to 4x longer lifetime5 

 Up to 300,000 km service life6

 More durability

XENARC® lamp change is recommended to be carried out by a professional 
and in pairs.

1 Compared to minimum ECE R98/R99 requirements
2 From a special fi lling system instead of conventional coating
3 Compared to minimum ECE R98 requirements
4 With online product registration. Refer to www.osram.com/am-guarantee for precise conditions and registration
5 Compared to standard xenon lamps
6 With an average annual mileage of 14,259 km and 60% light on



LEDriving® driving &  
working lights 
Powerful LED technology meets sophisticated design

The OSRAM LEDriving® driving & working lights intensely illuminate the road and  
surroundings with ease. These robust and long-lasting lights were developed with  
a range of lighting profiles, including spot, wide or combo beam patterns for powerful 
far-field and near-field illumination at the front, rear or side of your truck. 

The innovative design and homogeneous light distribution with reduced glare offer  
improved vision and visibility, resulting in increased safety for you and others on  
the road. Thanks to a variety of designs, shapes and light profiles, we bring intense 
white LED light by day and night, both on-road and off-road. 

Series available in: Multifunctional, Functional, Slim and Value

 Protection against overheating 

 Bright white LED light with reduced glare 

 Shatterproof polycarbonate lens 

 ECE-compliant and approved for use on public roads1

LEDriving® driving lights

Powerful performance for versatile applications.

LEDriving® working lights

Professional Light for professional work.
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1  Applies only for LEDriving® driving lights. Special mounting regulations apply.
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OSRAM GmbH

Head offi ce:

Marcel-Breuer-Strasse 6

80807 Munich, Germany

Phone: +49 89 6213-0

Fax: +49 89 6213-2020

www.osram.com

Stay up to date. 
Follow OSRAM Automotive on social media

Facebook
www.facebook.com/osramautomotive 

Instagram 
www.instagram.com/osram.automotive

YouTube
www.osram.com/am-youtube

Visit our automotive lighting blog for news 
on upcoming events and insights into 
technical topics and industry developments.
www.carlightblog.com

Download the latest OSRAM 
Automotive catalog to see our 
full range of products.
www.osram.com/am-catalog-digital

Not sure which lamps fi t your customer’s 
vehicle? Use our online lamp fi nder tool 
to fi nd out.
www.osram.com/vehiclelamps


